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Highlights

● Pseudoscience is information presented as scientific, but on closer examination fails to meet

such standards or criteria to be considered as science.

● Pseudoscience has harmful effects on individual patient care and society more broadly.

● There are historical, professional and sociological factors which make osteopathy susceptible to

pseudoscience   and which facilitate the propagation of pseudoscientific claims by osteopaths.

● Pseudoscientific claims made by osteopaths and the incorporation of pseudoscience into

osteopathy’s knowledge base, threatens the discipline's claim as a legitimate and credible

healthcare profession.

● It is important that osteopaths are aware of pseudoscience and recognise when it might be

presented as scientific knowledge.
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Pseudoscience has harmful effects on individual patient care, professions and society more broadly. The

use of pseudoscience and spread of misinformation by a healthcare discipline raises questions as to their

legitimacy and ethical standing as a profession. Osteopaths and osteopathic physicians are regulated by

law as healthcare professionals in many parts of the world with an expectation that relevant aspects of

practice are suitably aligned with the scientific paradigm in the form of a commitment to the values of

evidence-based practice. This article discusses the system of pseudoscience and considers its historic,

present and potential negative impacts on osteopathy and professional progress. We identify possible

incentives for some aspects of osteopathy and osteopaths to engage in pseudoscientific thinking and in

doing so we discuss osteopathy’s susceptibility to pseudoscience and how practitioners may be more

aware of and recognise pseudoscientific information and pseudoexpertise.
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Introduction

Osteopaths and osteopathic physicians are regulated by law as healthcare professionals in 13 and 57

countries respectively (“The OIA Global Report: Global Review of Osteopathic Medicine and Osteopathy

2020 – Osteopathic International Alliance” n.d.). Such governance legitimises osteopaths as healthcare

experts and attempts to recognise and assure the public of osteopaths’ skills, knowledge and ethical

conduct to enable them to trust their health and well-being in the hands of professionals. An effort to

align with the scientific paradigm in the form of a commitment to the values of evidence-based practice

(EBP) was part of osteopathy’s process of professionalisation (Cant and Sharma 1996), and this process

continues to take place across the world. In view of the legal and ethical standing of osteopaths, the

profession must unite to be critically aware of the nature, quality and credibility of the knowledge which

informs its practice, education and communication. It is in this context and in response to an invitation to

reflect on osteopathy’s future and the potential threats to any possible future (Vogel 2021), that this

article discusses the system of pseudoscience and considers its historic, current and potential negative

impact on osteopathy and professional progress. We propose the incentives for some osteopath’s to

engage in pseudoscientific thinking and in doing so we discuss osteopathy’s susceptibility to

pseudoscience. Finally, we believe that the majority of osteopaths are well-meaning and caring clinicians

and are not intentionally looking to deceive by applying, sharing or communicating pseudoscience or

misinformation in the context of their clinical practice. As such, an additional aim of this paper is to help

raise awareness of the problems and potential harms of pseudoscience for osteopaths, osteopathy and

the subsequent care of patients.

Osteopathy and science

The term ‘science’ has a range of different definitions depending on how it is being used, its context and

which aspect of science is being emphasised; but broadly speaking and for the purpose of this paper,

‘science’ can refer to both a body of knowledge collected through a systematic method and the method

itself, which should adhere to relatively well-established epistemological and ethical standards (Chalmers

2013). Upon its conception, osteopathy was claimed to be a science by its founder AT Still (Still 1910),

and this claim has been viewed as an attempt to garner credibility for his seemingly novel and alternative

healthcare theories and methods at the time (Gevitz 2019). Yet despite this proclamation from over 100

years ago, the role of science in osteopathy continues to be debated (Lucas and Moran 2007; Tyreman

2011; J. Leach 2008). Contemporary philosophical analysis has considered osteopathy (like other

healthcare disciplines) to be a praxis (Tyreman 2008), where clinical practice is embodied, relational

(Banton and Vogel 2023) and involves utilising knowledge and skills that lie both inside and outside of

science, for example tacit, personal, propositional, professional craft, moral and aesthetic forms of

knowledge (For a more complete discussion see (Higgs, Richardson, and Dahlgren 2004)).
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Science and osteopathy intersect in several different ways and in a variety of contexts. This interaction

occurs clinically, epistemically (i.e. in relation to knowledge) and educationally and are discussed in turn.

Clinically when working with patients, osteopaths can be said to think in scientific ways, and their clinical

reasoning has some similarities to the scientific method. For example, the deliberate generation of

hypotheses (differential diagnoses) (Grace et al. 2016), the systematic testing of those hypotheses

through focused clinical examination/data collection (Roots, Niven, and Moran 2016), the assessment of

probability and risk factors for adverse events of treatment (Vaughan et al. 2016) and the reliance on

inductive, deductive (Thomson, Petty, and Moore 2014b) and abductive reasoning (Martini 2023a).

From a knowledge or epistemic perspective, osteopaths utilise scientific knowledge (amongst other

forms of knowledge such as those outlined earlier) and incorporate this into their clinical

decision-making (Thomson, Petty, and Moore 2014a; Grace et al. 2016). For example, utilising scientific

knowledge systematically derived from research to inform treatment decisions with patients (Clifford et

al. 2022). Scientific knowledge in the form of anatomy and biomedical information is valued by

osteopaths (Blaich, Pather, and Luo 2019), incorporated in their diagnostic reasoning and contributing to

the construction of a diagnosis (Thomson, Petty, and Moore 2014b; Grace et al. 2016; Roots, Niven, and

Moran 2016).

Finally, in educational contexts scientific values, methods and knowledge (Longino 2020) are promoted

to students in university osteopathy courses (Licciardone 2008). In many countries where osteopathy is

regulated, educational institutions and universities offer ‘Bachelor’ or ‘Masters’ of Science as exit

qualifications which permit autonomous practice (“The OIA Global Report: Global Review of Osteopathic

Medicine and Osteopathy 2020 – Osteopathic International Alliance” n.d.). Research projects

(dissertations) are commonly employed assessment methods to measure students' knowledge and skills

of the scientific method. Furthermore, the biomedical and psychological sciences are key (some would

argue core) components of osteopathic curricula, and involve various assessment methods to develop

and test other virtues of the scientific method such as critical thinking/analysis, reflection and scientific

reasoning (Vaughan et al. 2012). Taken together, osteopathy and osteopaths declare (both implicitly and

explicitly) some degree of scientific status or alignment. There are incentives for osteopathy to appear or

claim to be ‘scientific’ as the label not only describes an approach to healthcare but the term’s

value-ladenness means that it carries connotative meanings like ‘trustworthy’, ‘reliable’, and even ‘true’

(Laudan 1983).

To be clear, we are not making a case for scientific knowledge to exclusively form the basis of an

osteopathic epistemology or knowledge-base; we agree with others (Kerry 2017; Steel et al. 2017) that

any contemporary scientific research within a person-centred discipline such as osteopathy, should

account for real-world complexity - meaning a broad range of methodologies (both qualitative and

quantitative) with the associated knowledge/evidence should be combined with patients’ values,

preference and the clinical judgement and expertise of the osteopath (Greenhalgh et al. 2014). The

limitations of research methods which are underpinned by scientific assumptions - such as the

randomised control trial (RCT), to accurately capture the outcomes of complex interventions whose

effects are often context-dependent are well described (see (Anjum, Copeland, and Rocca 2020)).
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However, osteopathy should not resort to pseudoscience in the face of such methodological challenges

(which are also faced by many other health professions); but instead adopt new methods to work within

the scientific paradigm in order to test and develop new knowledge about its treatments. An example

includes novel approaches when designing, conducting sham/placebo control interventions when

investigating non-pharmacological treatments using RCTs (Hohenschurz-Schmidt et al. 2023).

The challenge of person-centred care, clinical complexity and the medical uniqueness of individual

patients necessitates openness of thought and methods but this must be within the context of coherent

and plausible research and practice paradigm(s) (Anjum, Copeland, and Rocca 2020). Much progress has

been made by applying scientific methods and values to osteopathy, and there are indeed examples of

high quality science-based enquiry and discourse within osteopathy, addressing a range of questions and

adopting different methodologies and theoretical positions (for example (Nguyen et al. 2021; Esteves et

al. 2022; Licciardone, Kearns, and Minotti 2013). However, where knowledge is claimed to be scientific or

purported to be derived from science then we argue that the claimant must respect the well established

criteria and methods used to identify scientific knowledge, rather than propagating information which is

masquerading as scientific - aka pseudoscience - and is explored in more detail below.

Pseudoscience

The problem of pseudoscience relates closely to the problem of demarcation between what is scientific

and what is not, an age-old problem that dates back to the Ancient Greek Philosophers and their

distinction between epistéme (knowledge) and doxa (mere opinion). The more recent demarcationist

tradition has sought to define scientific products and practices along unidimensional or multidimensional

criteria. For example, Popper’s stance on the equivalence between falsifiability of theories and

scientificity (Popper 1963), and Pigliucci’s characterizations of disciplines along two dimensions:

empirical knowledge and theoretical understanding (Pigliucci and Boudry 2013). For Pigliucci, the more a

discipline is able to provide us with theoretical understanding of a phenomenon, and to ground this

understanding in empirical evidence, the more it is scientific. So, for example, evolutionary biology is

highly scientific, while intelligent design is ‘bunk’, that is, pseudoscience (Pigliucci 2018)

Fasce and Picó (Fasce and Picó 2019) provide a series of criteria that help us identify pseudoscience;

Namely, a pseudoscientific claim should be presented as scientific knowledge and meet at least one of

the following criteria: “(a) it refers to at least one field or process considered outside the domains of

science; (b) it uses procedures that are deficient or do not correspond to the scientific method; and (c) it

is not supported by scientific evidence" (pg 268). The criteria are limited in scope, but they help clarify a

few key points. A discipline may be generally regarded as pseudoscience, for example, because some of

the fundamental assumptions it relies on are false, as shown by relatively established scientific

consensus in related fields, or some of the mechanisms it uses to explain phenomena are unrealisable.

Yet, this is compatible with the fact that some of the claims its proponents make might not be

pseudoscientific. If we could show, for example, that administering a homoeopathic substance is

effective at, say, reducing the severity of migraines, this wouldn’t make the principles of homoeopathy

less pseudoscientific; for instance, the homoeopathic appeal to water memory to provide a causal

explanation of why extremely diluted substances in water would still have a causal effect on the
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organism. It is worth focusing then on claims, rather than entire disciplines, when discussing

pseudoscience, especially in relation to scientific disinformation (Debray 2018).

A therapy might be effective through a placebo mechanism, but if there are factors that weaken the

evidence to support the claim, then that can make the claim pseudoscientific (Mukerji and Ernst 2022).

These factors are both methodological and social. For example, evidence of insufficient data, or a bias in

collecting data, or the use of wrong statistical tests in analysing the data are all methodological red flags.

But there are also non-methodological factors that weaken a claim to the scientificity of a statement:

absence of peer review, a conflict of interest, or even absence of validation from other independent

researchers in the scientific community.

Homoeopathy is frequently held up as an exemplar of pseudoscientific claims and practice (Mukerji and

Ernst 2022; Smith 2012). One of the principal physical mechanisms through which homoeopathy is said

to work is ‘water memory’; a long debunked purported mechanism via which water can retain the

memory of substances previously dissolved in it, even after an arbitrary number of dilutions. The

theoretical understanding that homoeopathic principles afford us is null, since they are based on

mechanisms that are thought to be physically impossible (Grimes 2012). There clearly remains the

possibility that some other mechanism might be at work, possibly an unknown one, of which we observe

the effects. Homoeopathy, in other words, could be working through a black box. Even so, we should be

able to observe its effects in randomised controlled trials. On this front too, however, homoeopathy fails

to stand up to the standard of empirical evidence because, apart from placebo or contextual effects, it

fails to show efficacy in trials (Ernst 2002).

Pseudoscience is not an ‘on-off matter’ - it is a matter of degrees. This means that depending on how a

claim is arrived at, or how it is justified, can determine how scientifically reliable that claim is. For

example, some questions that one might reflect on when considering the scientific reliability of a

particular claim include: Is a claim the product of systematic and replicable experience or

experimentation? Has the claim gone through peer review? Has the claim elicited agreement within the

scientific community? Has the source of the claim been shown to be unreliable, or biassed, for example,

by commercial interests? It is only by analysing methodological and social factors can tell us where the

balance of evidence lies (Solomon 2015) and how scientific, or conversely, pseudoscientific a claim is.

While none of the factors mentioned above (e.g. replicability, peer review, consensus) are by themselves

or in combination necessary and sufficient conditions for a claim to be treated as scientific, the

combination of such factors gives strength to the characterisation of a claim as scientific or

pseudoscientific. It is clear that there are some claims that can easily be proven to be pseudoscientific,

and for some we can acquire a high degree of confidence, but for some claims the evaluation might be

more complex and leave room for doubt (Mukerji and Ernst 2022). Some may consider ‘pseudoscience’

to be a pejorative or derogatory term (Laudan 1983), and to that end it most certainly is not

value-neutral but carries with it an intended value judgement. Just as ‘scientific ‘is a value-laden term in

so much as the label can add value to a treatment, practice or person, the label ‘pseudoscientific’ is also

value-laden; however, it functions to provide an equalising effect by removing any undeserved benefit of

misusing the label of ‘scientific’ (Martini 2023b).
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Finally, the dangers of pseudoscience ought not be confused with the standard process of scientific

progress and auto-correction. Science is a highly auto-corrective practice, where old theories and

hypotheses become falsified as new data is collected, and a few key theories and hypotheses become

more and more accepted by the community as numerous attempts to refute them fail (Lakatos and

Musgrave 1970). Much research that we consider scientific can in fact turn out to be false, and,

paradoxically, pseudoscientific claims could turn out to be true if investigated with proper scientific

methodology. For those reasons it is important to distinguish matters of truth from the matter of the

quality of our knowledge (Popper 1963): something in science might turn out to be false, despite our

best efforts and best methodology. Despite that, it is neither sensible nor ethical to rely on the poor

methodology that permeates pseudoscience even though, while doing that, from time to time we might

stumble upon something true.

The harms of pseudoscience

Pseudoscience is harmful in several ways: a) it adds noise to an already noisy information environment

where it is often not easy to distinguish between efficacious health practices and harmful ones; b) it

generally begets distrust in official science, often by negating well-established scientific knowledge; c) it

can lead to direct nefarious outcomes (“Trust in Science and Changing Landscapes of Communication”

2019). Firstly, trust is one of the most important factors for the success of health sciences. Without a

healthy relationship of trust with the end users, health interventions are less efficacious (Clark 2002;

Kelley et al. 2014). The problem is that the coexistence of science and pseudoscience, paired with

laypeople’s difficulty to tell the difference between the two, creates a noisy environment in which

patients are trying to find good information to help guide their decision-making about their own health

care (Swire-Thompson and Lazer 2020). Secondly, pseudoscientific beliefs often run contrary to official

scientific knowledge or recommendations, as in the case of online health misinformation in oncology

(Teplinsky et al. 2022) . Finally, we can find examples where falling into the disinformation trap can cause

very direct harm, as was the case for the many deaths that have been estimated as a cost of AIDS

denialism in South Africa (Chigwedere et al. 2008).

Pseudoscience and osteopathy

Pseudoscientific claims and misinformation have been identified in similar disciplines to osteopathy

which share similar professional journeys, histories and practices such as chiropractic (G. N. Kawchuk et

al. 2023; G. Kawchuk et al. 2020; Axén et al. 2020; Huijbregts 2005). Deserved or not, ‘pseudoscience’

has been a charge levelled at elements of osteopathy and osteopathic claims by some (Bledsoe 2004;

McGrath 2015; Esteves et al. 2020; Ciardo, Sánchez, and Fernández 2023; L’Hermite 2020), including one

of the authors of this current paper (Thomson and MacMillan 2023). Importantly, while some osteopaths

may hold pseudoscientific beliefs or make pseudoscientific claims this does not mean that (all of)

osteopathy is pseudoscience. Furthermore, the fact that some osteopaths make pseudoscientific

assertions does not establish that the osteopathic doctrine or the profession is pseudoscience. However,

there are a range of historical, professional and sociological factors which may prime osteopathy to be

vulnerable to pseudoscience and motivate some osteopaths to make and perpetuate pseudoscientific

claims - and these are discussed in the following sections below. Firstly, it is encouraging that evidence in
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the form of several cross-sectional surveys indicate osteopaths (M. J. Leach et al. 2019; Sundberg et al.

2018; M. J. Leach et al. 2020; Cerritelli et al. 2021; Alvarez et al. 2021; Weber and Rajendran 2018) and

osteopathic educators (Vaughan et al. 2019) hold largely positive views of EBP, albeit limited skills to

implement EBP including the critical appraisal of evidence. Qualitative research does however suggest

that some osteopaths consider scientific and research evidence conflicts with their osteopathic identity

and the traditional osteopathic principles (Inman and Thomson 2019; Figg-Latham and Rajendran 2017;

Kasiri-Martino and Bright 2016) and these factors may suggest some resistance to EBP and facilitate

pseudoscientific claims and endorse pseudoscientific thinking in some corners of the osteopathic

profession.

Historically, osteopathy’s roots are in complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) (Pettman 2007)

and its founder AT Still, who was a medical physician, also engaged in bone-setting, phrenology, and

mesmerism (magnetic healing) (Trowbridge 1991). These practices (which are now considered as

pseudoscientific) strongly influenced AT Still’s thinking about health and healthcare and shaped his

subsequent conception of osteopathy (Trowbridge 1991). It is plausible that threads of these

pseudoscientific origins permeate through some elements of osteopathy today and manifest as some

osteopaths being open to or engaging in, thinking and practice which lie outside of the scientific or the

EBP domain. It is well documented that AT Still developed osteopathy in direct response to what he

perceived to be the excessive and harmful use of medicine at the time (Baer 2006). For osteopathy to

have such an adversarial arrival over a century ago may have influenced the attitudes of modern day

osteopaths, whereby some practitioners may continue to be sceptical of medicine, medical research and

medical treatments such as vaccines (Thomson et al. 2021; Al Janabi, Chinsky, and Pino 2021). There is

also evidence that such feelings may be mutual, with Australian GPs holding negative views towards the

osteopathic profession such as a lack of trust that care is safe or effective and a belief that there is

insufficient evidence supporting osteopathic treatment (Engel, Beirman, and Grace 2016).

In recent times, osteopathy seems to straddle contemporary healthcare allied to medicine (e.g. the

management of MSK-related pain) and CAM. Seminal sociological analysis from over twenty years ago

(Lee-Treweek 2002) indicated that some of osteopathy’s various sub-disciplines (e.g. cranial osteopathy)

may be situated more clearly within the category of CAM, owing to the questionable methods, claimed

mechanisms and effectiveness; and these have been considered ‘fringe’ in relation to other healthcare

practices and even fringe in relation to more standard osteopathic practice (Lee-Treweek 2002). These

more alternative claims and methods within osteopathy propose competing perspectives, theories and

explanations of how entire bodily systems (and people) function, become sick and how treatment may

(or may not) help. For example claiming the actual or potential effectiveness of osteopathy for

addiction/substance abuse (Baron et al. 2018), traumatic brain injury (Pendlebury et al. 2022), and the

association of osteopathic ‘somatic dysfunction’ (and treatment via osteopathic manipulative treatment

- OMT) following infection from tick-bites (Unger, Palmer, and Thorsvik 2022). Such an

‘anythingispossibilism’ (Hildago et al.) stance towards mechanisms of illness and interventions results in

a form of scientific pluralism, thereby making it a challenge for osteopathy and osteopaths to adhere to

agreed scientific standards and where the resulting epistemic or knowledge ‘gap’ (Waterman 2022) may

be filled by pseudoscience.
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Whilst potentially all areas of osteopathic practice may be susceptible to pseudoscience and

pseudoscientific claims, it is when osteopathy is conceived as ‘full scope’ healthcare (rather than defined

as musculoskeletal care) and involving OMT to treat non-MSK related disorders including paediatric

illnesses - that pseudoscience creeps in. Currently, the evidence of effectiveness of osteopathy for

non-MSK and paediatric disorders is either weak, not proven or absent for conditions such as asthma

(Jones et al. 2021), cerebral palsy (Wyatt et al. 2011), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, (Accorsi et

al. 2014), delayed speech development (Abramova and Aptekar 2020) and also colic/unsettledness

(Buffone et al. 2022; Carnes et al. 2023). Further confirmation comes in the form of multiple systematic

reviews which indicate that while generally safe (Ellwood, Draper-Rodi, and Carnes 2020; Carnes et al.

2018) the effectiveness for osteopathy for non-MSK and paediatric conditions is yet to be established

(Franke, Franke, and Fryer 2022; Paul Posadzki, Lee, and Ernst 2013; Pawel Posadzki et al. 2022;

Bagagiolo, Rosa, and Borrelli 2022). Particular caution is needed in these areas because osteopathy in the

cranial field (OCF) is commonly associated with paediatric osteopathic care (albeit not necessarily

defining it) and many of the fundamental assumptions and traditionally proposed mechanisms of OCF

remain implausible and scientifically unproven. Examples of foundational claims which are commonly

asserted to support the truthfulness of OCF (for a comprehensive list of mechanistic claims in relation to

OCF see (Ferguson 2003)) include the palpable presence of the ‘cranial rhythm’ and Traube-Hering

phenomenon, palpable movement of the cranial bones and sutures (which have a significant and

meaningful impact on the development of disease), and palpable flow and restrictions of cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) - which cranial osteopaths have more recently grounded in the glymphatic system (Hitscherich

et al. 2016). It is beyond the scope of this paper to rebut each individual claim of OCF. Nevertheless,

there are a limited number of published research studies proposing to support some of the claims

previously listed. Some examples include, presence of the cranial rhythm (Nelson et al. 2001),

spontaneous movement of the cranial bones (Crow et al. 2009), reliable palpation of cranial suture

restrictions (Demers et al. 2021), and that these restrictions are risk factors associated with health

concerns (e.g. acute otitis media) (Morin et al. 2012). However, these are small, largely non-replicated

studies, employing sometimes questionable methods, and often from highly invested authors. With this

in mind, these aforementioned studies risk overinterpretation, overreaching and misinterpretation of

data, failure to acknowledge limitations or a consideration of alternative (and more scientifically

plausible) explanations of the results. Furthermore, despite its limitations, a systematic review indicates

that such studies into OCF are highly biassed and of low quality and that cranial osteopathic methods

are neither reliable nor effective (Guillaud et al. 2016). Therefore, rather than supporting the

fundamental claims of OCF as being scientific, such small, low-quality and isolated studies are in fact

hallmarks of pseudoscience (Shermer 2013), in so much as they “go well beyond the facts, make

statements that are unverified or unfalsifiable, cherry-pick data, or fall into the bias of confirmation” (pg

216-217). Recently, a phenomenological thesis which focuses on the shared experience of OCF treatment

and sense-making between patient and osteopath may (in part at least) avoid the need for some of

these mechanistically questionable explanations and offer more plausible, sensible and scientifically

coherent ways to understand and research OCF (Banton, Vogel, and Lee-Treweek 2023).
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A foundational and historic idea of osteopathy is the concept of holism (Paulus 2013) (‘it’s all connected

and therefore it all matters’) (Hidalgo et al.). As such there is an epistemic burden for some osteopaths

and osteopathy to strain every sinew to explain its claim of holistic care. There is a seemingly infinite

number of possibilities which result from the complex interconnectedness of the ‘body-mind-spirit’ and

which motivates the creation of elaborate explanatory frameworks to justify osteopathic clinical action

(Turner and Holroyd 2016). Osteopathy is replete with far-reaching frameworks which have been put

forward in an attempt to explain a person’s interconnectedness (Esteves et al. 2020). In the pursuit to

explain holism, some osteopaths appear to default to questionable and scientifically unsupported

mechanisms to justify their ‘osteopathic’ assessment and treatment which include the ability to palpate

and direct movement of cranial sutures (Sutherland 1997), manually influence the heart and pericardium

(Bordoni et al. 2019), re-directing flow of the cerebral spinal fluid (Liem and van den Heede 2017),

physically manipulate and influence brain structures (J.-P. Barral 2022; J. P. Barral and Croibier 2009), and

manually communicating with the meninges via quantum physics (Bordoni, Morabito, and Simonelli

2019; Bordoni and Escher 2023). Notwithstanding that in our view, these claims range from speculative,

to implausible to the frankly absurd; the ‘integration problem’ which describes the challenge faced by all

healthcare professionals of coherently connecting an individual person’s biological, psychological, and

social processes in regards to their pain and illness - is well established (de Haan 2020). There a growing

number of more scientifically plausible frameworks outside of osteopathic theory (Coninx and Stilwell

2021; Anjum, Copeland, and Rocca 2020), which attempt to address this perplexing yet crucial problem

without the need for pseudoscientific leaps and it is encouraging that some of these are already being

discussed in relation to osteopathic care (Cerritelli and Esteves 2022; Shaw et al. 2022).

In summary, many of the clinical entities, phenomena and mechanisms which form a core part of some

elements of osteopathic practice, theory and identity are scientifically immeasurable, illusive and

unfalsifiable. This presents a significant problem for osteopaths, educators and the profession when

claiming scientific status whilst also promoting theories and mechanisms which seem not to conform to

a scientific understanding of biological reality.

Primed for pseudoscience - regulation and professional factors

From a professional perspective there are regulatory and interdisciplinary forces which might leave

osteopathy open to pseudoscience. Qualitative evidence indicates that ideological tensions exist

amongst different manual therapy professionals (including osteopaths) when working together

(Toloui-Wallace et al. 2022, 2023). Professional regulation may serve to soften some professional

boundaries by aligning osteopathy with contemporary knowledge, practices, values and standards which

are shared with other healthcare disciplines (Warren and Braithwaite 2020). Pressure to demonstrate

inter-professional differences may be greater in countries where osteopathy is still emerging (or yet to

emerge) as a profession and where osteopaths have to make a strong case to the respective authorities

for the need for autonomous practice and regulatory governance. A strive to emphasise disciplinary

specialness and the distinctiveness of osteopathy (compared with other similar health professions) may

result in the promotion of implausible and pseudoscientific ideas as a way to highlight any distinguishing
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features from other more established professions. An additional and related factor which might

predispose osteopathy to pseudoscience are the attitudes and motivations of those enrolling in

osteopathy training programmes and that ultimately make up the osteopathic workforce.

There is limited evidence on the psychological traits, beliefs and cognitions which motivate students to

study osteopathy, however available evidence indicates osteopathic medical students in the US appear

to have limited trust in the pharmaceutical and healthcare systems in relation to COVID-19 vaccines (Al

Janabi, Chinsky, and Pino 2021). Students of other health professions (e.g. nursing, physiotherapy and

radiography) who hold positive views towards CAM tend to have a less-scientific worldview (i.e. a

worldview which opposes a scientific one) (Pettersen and Olsen 2007). Evidence on users of CAM might

provide further insight. Systematic review evidence suggests users of CAM may be emotionally and

intuitively drawn to CAM therapies and exhibit ‘ontological confusion’ meaning they are less able (or

willing) to detect flaws or pseudoscientific elements inherent in healthcare treatments, such as claimed

mechanisms and effects of which are not consistent with scientific explanations (Galbraith et al. 2018). If

a sufficient number of people who hold such views and attitudes enrol onto osteopathy training

programmes, then it may be postulated that it is not osteopathy per se that is at risk of pseudoscience,

but the predisposition of its students. The question remains as to whether it is osteopathy with some of

its associated history, theory and dogma that may facilitate pseudoscientific claims or is it that there is a

large enough percentage of people within osteopathy that have the necessary traits and dispositions

that facilitate pseudoscientific thinking, or perhaps a potent combination of both?

While the relationship between osteopathic regulation and practice is likely complex, there is some

systematic review evidence to indicate that in countries where osteopathy is unregulated or early in its

professionalisation (e.g in parts of Central Europe), non-MSK (and potentially less scientifically plausible)

approaches such as cranial and visceral approaches appear relatively popular amongst osteopaths

compared to osteopaths where professional regulation has been in place for longer and

professionalisation is more established (for example the UK and Australia) (Ellwood and Carnes 2021). It

is worth pointing out that there are likely other cultural and other more local factors which may

contribute to the preservation and relatively frequent use of visceral and cranial approaches, despite

professional regulation being in place, for example in Switzerland (Bill et al. 2020) and Portugal (Santiago

et al. 2022). Moreover, regulation may enhance the quality of osteopathic training thereby developing

the critical appraisal skills of osteopathic students (Luciani et al. 2015) making them more able to judge

the credibility of knowledge and their detection of pseudoscience. Conversely, unintended consequences

of regulation may be to shift pseudoscience to unregulated spaces (e.g. social media groups) or

legitimise the fringe pseudoscientific elements of osteopathy. As can be seen, ‘fringe treatment’ seems

to be a relative notion with respect to osteopathic methods and theories; what might be considered as

pseudoscientific, alternative or fringe in one country may be considered entirely mainstream, accepted

and standard osteopathic practice in another. More research is needed to better understand how the

presence or absence of regulatory forces shape osteopaths’ views of science, evidence and practice.

Finally, in countries where there is little or no professional regulation, there will likely be greater scope

for pseudoscience to embed and thrive as the mechanisms which monitor the claims or practices
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advertised by osteopaths (e.g. UK ASA (Committee of Advertising Practice n.d.)) will not be in place, nor

will there be appropriate channels to report those osteopaths that spread pseudoscience and

misinformation. Interestingly, there has been a recent discussion to develop robust regulatory standards

of osteopathy in Spain (where osteopathy does not currently enjoy statutory regulation) with a specific

aim to avoid the inclusion of pseudoscience in osteopathic practice, and a ‘call to action’ for the

profession uniting to condemn misleading advertising (disinformation) and inaccurate information

(misinformation) (Ciardo, Sánchez, and Fernández 2023).

Pseudoexpertise

Pseudoexpertise is often associated with pseudoscience and pseudoscientific claims and, in relation to

osteopathy, often manifests as well-honed technical skills (e.g. manual therapy skills which can be

applied to the specific structures in specific, discrete and even mysterious ways). As highlighted

previously, examples of osteopaths' technical skills are claimed accuracy and precision in manual

examination of miniscule motions of the spine, pelvis, contents of the skull and cranial sutures - often in

the hollow pursuit to track down and treat ‘somatic dysfunctions’ (Tramontano et al. 2021), as well as

extensive domain specific knowledge in the biomedical sciences such as anatomy, physiology, pathology

and neurology many of which are emphasised in osteopathic education (MacMillan et al. 2023).

Together, this allows osteopaths to speak and present their ideas as well as, or even better, than a

scientist. Pseudoexperts are virtually unrecognisable as such by lay people (typically, patients), or even

other experts - as they possess what is called ‘interactional expertise’ which is the ability to speak and

interact like an expert (Collins and Evans 2008). Pseudoexpertise often exists because of a distinctive

system of incentives and opportunities (Martini 2023b). Incentives are the fact that treatments for

health concerns are typically in high demand, and evidence-based practice often does not yet have

(fully) effective interventions. As a result, a gap is created that can easily be filled by people promising

unexisting cures. Moreover, the possibility for pseudoexpertise is afforded by both a) laypeople's inability

to distinguish between experts and pseudoexperts; b) delay in the visibility of a treatment’s efficacy - i.e.,

the promise of a future cure can act as an asymmetry of information between the (presumed) health

expert and the patient.

Recognising and countering pseudoscience

It is an ongoing challenge for healthcare practitioners to judge the veracity, credibility and

trustworthiness of information and this is increasingly difficult given the ease at which evidence that

claims to be ‘scientific’ can be published quickly in online predatory journals with little-to-no peer review

or external validation and then widely disseminated and propagated via social media (Beall 2016). There

is growing consensus amongst academic scholars that by publishing unscientific, low-quality and

fabricated or false findings, predatory journals present a significant challenge across healthcare and

scientific research (Grudniewicz et al. 2019; Oviedo-García 2021) and osteopaths and osteopathic

researchers should be vigilant when consuming or seeking to publish research (for example, by checking

www.predatoryreports.org). Many of the pseudoscientific claims and theories are so embedded and
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normalised within osteopathic practice that they form practitioners’ conception of clinical reality and it

can be challenging to ‘step outside’ of one's own perspective and recognise erroneous beliefs. Critical

discussion and observations of practice with colleagues is a useful way to ‘see’ knowledge and practice in

different ways and become aware of deeply held biases, assumptions and blind-spots in practice (Petty

and Morley 2009). Recently, there is a resource published to support osteopaths in critically assessing

the quality of information they are exposed to (Draper-Rodi et al. 2022).

Even if pseudoscientific views and practices are ‘fringe’, held by a ‘loud minority’ or are not

representative of the wider osteopathic profession, they have the potential to cast doubt and raise

questions as to the credibility of osteopathy and damage the reputation of osteopathy as a

contemporary ethical health profession. Such reputational damage harms both established osteopathic

professions in regards to negatively impacting healthcare and research funding, policymaking and

opportunities (e.g. interprofessional collaboration) but also may hamper the efforts of those lobbying for

regulation in countries where osteopathy remains unregulated; here pseudoscientific claims from

osteopaths may cause concern for healthcare authorities and possibly question whether the recognition

of osteopathy as a ‘profession’ is deserved.

The osteopathic research, education and practice communities should work together to promote high

quality, credible and scientifically robust evidence and at the same time recognise the harm in

disseminating implausible, untrustworthy and pseudoscientific knowledge in the course of its practice,

education and professional promotion/communication. Moderating views on social media groups is a

significant challenge, and the practice of debunking (retrospective countering/correction of

misinformation) has been shown to have dangerous backfire effects (Lewandowsky, Cook, and Lombardi

2020) and it can potentially strengthen, rather than reduce, misconceptions. However, administrators

and members of osteopathy social media groups should be wary of enabling the propagation of, or

complicitly endorsing pseudoscience and misinformation in the spirit of 'osteopathic exploration’ or

‘open mindedness’. In order to enable osteopaths to recognise pseudoscience and misinformation,

osteopathic associations and institutions should educate its members about specific strategies to help

critical evaluation of sources, such as ‘lateral reading’ (checking information in multiple sources (Panizza

et al. 2022), and verifying a source’s standing within the scientific community, its track record, its

possible conflicts of interests, etc. Such efforts will include continued work to enhance the critical

appraisal skills of osteopaths and students to recognise pseudoscience. Finally, osteopathic educational

institutions, associations and conference organisers should resist the temptation to promote, give voice

and a platform to those (often well-known) individuals to spread misinformation in their teaching and

presentations.

Conclusion

This paper has introduced the concept of pseudoscience, and its potential to result in significant negative

impacts on patient care, osteopathy and society more broadly. The utilisation and propagation of

pseudoscience by healthcare disciplines such as osteopathy, raises questions in regards to their
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professional legitimacy and ethical standing. There are forces and factors which may motivate some

osteopaths to put forward pseudoscientific claims and make osteopathy susceptible to pseudoscience.

As healthcare professionals and healthcare experts, osteopaths must be critically aware of the quality of

the knowledge which informs and is communicated in their practice. The profession must continue to

critically reflect on ideas, models and theories which are promoted in osteopathic practice and education

yet seem to violate scientific knowledge and understanding. A failure to do so jeopardises osteopathy’s

claim as a legitimate profession and threatens the privileged opportunity to provide safe, effective and

ethical healthcare.
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